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“I”1 “threw a”2 “wish in the”3 “well,”4 “[D]on’t ask”5 “me,”6 “I’ll never”7 “tell,”8 “I looked”9 “to you as it”10 “fell, [A]nd”11 “now”12 “you’re in”13 “[m]y way”,14


3 Leo E. Strine, Jr., Toward a True Corporate Republic: A Traditionalist Response to Bebchuk’s Solution for Improving Corporate America, 119 HARV. L. REV. 1759, 1779 (2006).
7 The Supreme Court, 1963 Term, 80 HARV. L. REV. 123, 249 n.9 (1966) (quoting the record in FTC v. Mary Carter Paint Co., 382 U.S. 46 (1965)) (internal quotation marks omitted).
9 In Memoriam: Bernard Wolfman, 125 HARV. L. REV. 1887, 1896 (Michael A. Fits) (quoting Regina Austin) (internal quotation marks omitted).
12 Volokh, supra note 6, at 1038.
13 Tushnet, supra note 2, at 728 n.206 (quoting Kristin Thompson & David Bordwell, Observations on Film Art: Bond vs. Chan: Jackie Shows How It's Done, DAVID BORDWELL'S WEBSITE ON CINEMA (Sept. 15, 2010), http://www davidbordwell net/blog/2010/09/15/bond-vs-chan-jackie-shows-how-its-done/) (internal quotation marks omitted).
16 Stephanopoulos, supra note 8, at 1982 appx. tbl.1.
18 Volokh, supra note 6, at 1044.
21 Kozinski & Volokh, supra note 15, at 1639.
23 See supra note 18.
“I wasn’t25 “looking for this,”26 “But”27 “now” “you’re in” “[m]y way”,28

“[Y]our”29 “stare”30 “was holdin[’],”31 “[R]ipped”32 “jeans,”33 “skin was”34 “showin[’],”35 “[H]ot night,”36 “wind was blowin[’],”37 “[W]here you think”38 “[y]ou’re goin[’],”39 “baby”?40

“Hey, I”41 “just met”42 “[y]ou,”43 “[A]nd this is”44 “crazy,”45 “But here’s”46 “my . . . number,”47 “[S]o call”48 “me,”49 “[m]aybe”?50

26 Book Notes, 51 HARV. L. REV. 575, 575 (1938) (W.B.L. reviewing Rene Wormser, YOUR WILL AND WHAT NOT TO DO ABOUT IT).
27 Kozinski & Volokh, supra note 15, at 1639.
28 See supra notes 12–14.
29 Adam Samaha, Regulation for the Sake of Appearance, 125 HARV. L. REV. 1563, 1571 (2012).
30 Dorf, supra note 19, at 2019.
33 Tushnet, supra note 2, at 693.
35 Stephanopoulos, supra note 8, at 1921 n.70.
39 The Supreme Court, 2010 Term—Leading Cases, 125 HARV. L. REV. 172, 193 (2011) (quoting Westboro Baptist Church picketers’ sign reading “You’re going to hell”) (internal quotation marks omitted).
40 Recent Case, 125 HARV. L. REV. 1844, 1849 (2012) (quoting Mattos v. Agarano, 661 F.3d 433, 437 (9th Cir. 2011) (en banc)) (internal quotation marks omitted).
43 Kozinski & Volokh, supra note 15, at 1645.
44 Recent Case, 125 HARV. L. REV. 2157, 2164 n.70 (2012).
47 In Memoriam, supra note 9, at 1891–92 (N. Jerold Cohen).
49 See supra note 6.